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Abstract: Traditional dance is one of the key elements of Intangible Culture Heritage (ICH). Many
scientific papers concern analysis of dance sequences, classification and recognition of movements,
making ICH data public, creating and visualising 3D models or software solutions for learning
folklore dances. These works make it possible to preserve this disappearing art. The aim of this
article is to propose a methodology for scanning folklore dances. The methodology was developed
on the basis of capturing 3D data via an optical motion capture system with a full body Plug-in Gait
model that allows for kinematic and kinetic analysis of motion sequences. An additional element of
this research was the development of a hand model with which it is possible to precisely analyse
the fingers, which play a significant role in many dances. The present methodology was verified on
the basis of the Lazgi dance, included in the UNESCO ICH list. The obtained results of movement
biomechanics for the dance sequence and the angles of the fingers indicate that it is universal and
can be applied to dances that involve the upper and lower body parts, including hand movements.

Keywords: dance scanning; dance capturing methodology; motion capture; Lazgi dance

1. Introduction

According to UNESCO definition, performing arts, including dance, are an example
of Intangible Culture Heritage (ICH), among such other activities as: oral traditions, expres-
sions (e.g., language, storytelling), social practices, rituals, festive events and traditional
crafts [1].

Folk dances were created over the centuries based on national tradition and ideol-
ogy. They represent the dominant and distinctive musical and movement characteristics.
Through the influence of the national culture, dance reflects awareness of national distinc-
tiveness. In other words, dance maintains social cohesion along with cultural diversity [2].
In the modern world the art of folk dancing is disappearing. The style of dance passing
from generation to generation is fragile, even haphazard [3]. That is why the preservation
of folk dances plays such an important role in ICH. The accurate recognition of these moves
is a challenging task.

The dynamic development of three-dimensional (3D) technology allows both to cap-
ture and protect this type of threatened heritage. 3D dance scanning is the process of
capturing real-world dance in order to create a 3D model reflecting its shape and moves.
Nowadays there are many sophisticated devices that allow dance acquisition, e.g., motion
capture systems. The optical ones based on retro-reflecting markers attached directly to the
human body or to a special suit allow capturing a dancer’s silhouette. A similar way of
movement acquisition can be done with the use of active-markers based on LED technology
that enable capturing movements indoors and outdoors. The capturing of dancers may
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also be obtained using various sensors, such as Kinect or Xsens. The 3D data collected is
further used for detailed analysis or displaying the moves in various software (e.g., for
developing Virtual Reality). This process is also gaining further understanding from ICH.

Lazgi is an ancient dance created by the inhabitants of the downstream areas of the
Amu-Daria River. Its history is closely related to the ancient land of Khorezm, which covers
the area south of the Aral Sea. There is an opinion that the ancient meaning of the word
“lazgi” is trembling, characterised by vigorous body movement and facial expression [4],
which very vividly reflects the characteristics of the dance. There are many legends and
myths associated with the rise of the dance [4]. The most widespread is the legend of
the soul-body connection thanks to the rhythms of Lazgi. After the act of creating the
human body, it could not be brought to life because of the soul’s reluctance to enter the
body. The soul’s attitude changed when it heard the melody of the Lazgi dance and began
to slowly penetrate the body. Therefore, Lazgi starts with a leisurely introduction, then
the dancer takes a position with a hand raised to the sun. Next begins a sequence of
movements involving the fingers, wrists, arms, torso and legs. The whole body starts to
move by a combination of turns and swings and the rhythm of the dance gradually speeds
up [5]. Despite the emergence of numerous wars, natural changes, disasters and social
unrest, the Lazgi dance has survived for thousands of years. In 2019 it was inscribed on
the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity UNESCO [6].

The aim of the paper is to develop a universal dance scanning method using the
motion capture system with the biomechanical Plug-in Model. The retro-reflecting markers
are attached to a special suit according to this model in order to capture the dancer’s
movements. Additionally, the markers were attached to the dancer’s hands in order to
capture hand gesticulation. The created hand model is dedicated for capturing a type
of dance where the analysis of hand and finger movements is essential. The proposed
methodology consists of the following steps: planning the research, motion capture session
preparation and implementation and, finally, data post-processing. The analysis of the
dance, which verified the proposed methodology, involved indicating the trajectories for
the selected parts of the upper and lower body and fingers, as well as changes in angles.

2. Traditional Dance Studies—Literature Overview

There are many traditional dances in the literature study that have been analysed in
various aspects of ICH research. The detailed results were gathered in Table 1.

Table 1. Traditional dances in the selected countries.

Country Dance

Austria Krebspolka [7]
Belgium Walloon [8]

China Lion Dance [9]
Agogo [10]

Dai, Uygur [11]
Cyprus Zeimpekiko [12]

Czech Republic Pašovská Sedlcká [13]
Greece Laisios or Lagisios dance at a Greek Thracian wedding, Gikna [2],

Syrtos [14–23],
Syrtos Makedonikos [17,21–23]

Syrtos Kalamatianos [14,15,17,19–22],
Trehatos [14,15,19–21]

Enteka [19–22]
Tsamiko [24–26]
Zeibekiko [27]

Antikristos [27]
Hungary Kalocsai mars [28]
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Table 1. Cont.

Country Dance

India Bharatanatyam [29]
Kathak [29]

Kuchipudi [29]
Odissi [29]

Kathakali [29]
Sattriya [29]

Manipuri [29]
Mohiniyattam [29]

Indonesia Bedhaya Ketawang [30]
Japan Musume-doujouji [31]
Korea Didim [32]

Macedonia Trexatos [22]
Portugal Joao Fiadeiro’s choreographic [33]
Slovakia Horehronie, Abov, Podpol’anie and Horné, Považie [34]
Thailand [35–38]

United Arab Emirates Ayala [39]

The most popular methods for 3D capturing are divided into two main categories:
active methods (laser scanners, range finders, structured light projectors) and passive
methods (stereo vision and visual hulls) [22]. The technologies for traditional dance
capturing are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Technologies used to capture traditional dance data.

Data Collection Methods Papers

3D visualization, 3D poses estimation from a video [2]
Vicon motion capture system [10,14–18,21,23,31]

OptiTrack motion capture system [7,13,28,34]
Phasespace4 Impulse X2 motion capture system [12,27]

Microsoft Kinect [8,19–22,24–26,30,33]
Gyroscopes and accelerometers [32]

Smartphones [9]
Video camera [11,29,33]

Labanotation system [35–38]
IMU sensors [39]

Five main aspects can be distinguished in the research: analysis of selected dance
sequences, classification and pattern recognition, visualization and software solutions,
description and verification of methodology and creation databases.

2.1. Analysis of Selected Dance Sequences

The first type of research concerns the analysis of trajectories obtained from mo-
tion capture systems, which show the dance rhythm and body kinematics and kinetics
parameters. It allows for a better understanding of performance of the dance [28].

In [14] the studies concerning choreographic sequences analysis were performed based
on 3D motion capture data. They involved trajectories of hip and foot joints showing the
rhythm and periodicity of Greek dance. The average Silhouette value over all frames were
also indicated for the particular dancers. In [16] the analysis of hip, knee and ankle joint
angles was performed. Male dancers had narrower angles in all the mentioned joints of all
the six steps than female dancers during the implementation of the Greek Syrtos dance.
Additionally, in [15], the dance sequences were analysed in terms of average precision and
recall values for different frequency. The identification of the Syrtos dance based on rhythm
is also presented in [17]. The paper in [39] highlights a scientific approach to capture and
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analyse the biomechanical data of authentic traditional dance motions with the aim to digi-
tally preserve their disappearing inherent rhythmic dying features for future training and
coaching purposes. Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)-based sensors were used to capture
three-dimensional movement patterns of a professional traditional Ayala dancer. In [18],
the choreography of the same Greek dance was analysed. Optimal key points were distin-
guished from 3D trajectories that best represented the choreography. These few frames are
suitable for modelling an entire choreography, which significantly reduced the amount of
information required for processing and storage. It is a particularly important aspect in
modelling, analysing and storing this type of data. A Bayesian optimised, bi-directional
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network for pose characterisation of a choreography
for Greek dance was proposed in [20]. In [21], the identification of dance choreographies
based on skeleton data points was used for data obtained from heterogeneous motion cap-
ture systems (Vicon motion capture system and Kinect sensor). Finger movements based
on gyroscopes and accelerometers attached to the joints for Korean dance were studied
in [32]. An example analysis of traditional Hungarian dance analysis considering lower
body kinematics, kinetics, biomechanical parameters (Centre of Pressure) and balancing
ability through dance movements was described in [28]. The kinematic parameters, such
as: Range of Motion (ROM) of knee flexion angle, ROM of hip flexion angle, and ROM
of pelvis tilt angle were taken into the consideration. The hip and knee flexion-extension
kinetic parameters were calculated for the successive dance steps. In [23], a deep stacked
auto-encoder scheme was followed by a Hierarchical Sparse Modelling for Representative
Selection (H-SMRS) summarisation algorithm for performing accurate synopses of three
Greek dance sequences. Two dancers performed the following dances simultaneously. The
analysis concerned human joint points from 3D data. In [25], the Tsamiko dance motion
patterns from skeletal animation data captured by multiple Kinect sensors were performed.
The skeletal data were split into five different body parts (torso, left hand, right hand, left
leg and right leg), which were then transformed to allow invariant posture recognition.

2.2. Classification and Pattern Recognition

The second type of research concerns the classification and pattern recognition aspects.
A clustering-based method for the selection of the basic primitives of a choreography, and
a kinematics-based method that generates meaningful summaries at hierarchical levels of
granularity were applied. It was also stated that the sex of the dancer may be recognised
using 3D trajectories of toe markers and the kinematic data of joint angles [16]. The assess-
ment of the Greek dances choreography at different representational levels was presented
in [19]. The coarse levels showed the main steps of a Greek dance while the detailed
levels provided an assessment per dance frame. The whole framework was created on the
basis of artificial intelligence and pose identification (including bidirectional LSTM model
with 3D kinematic data like joint velocity and acceleration). The effective classification
and recognition of eight traditional Indian dances (accuracy score of 0.911) was presented
in [29]. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN), using ResNet50 as the base model
by fine-tuning the last 14 layers was applied. Detection of basic traditional Walloon dance
patterns was described in article [8]. The use of hidden Markov models to identify such
steps as: Maclotte Base, Passepied Base, Passepied Fleuret and Back Step were charac-
terised. Kinect was used as a movement registration tool. Three-dimensional position of 68
markers corresponding to 20 joints of the human body was used for classification. The clas-
sification efficiency was over 95%. As a result, it was decided to create a game that allows
to learn Walloon dance. In [10], the use of motion capture technology and motion analysis
method for learning traditional Chinese Agogo dance was presented. The system consists
of 3D graphics, motion matching, motion database, and motion capture system. The user’s
movements, which were obtained by the motion capture system, were compared with the
motions in the motion database through the motion-matching component. Additionally a
3D graphics component visualises the movements by the virtual teacher and user. To start
learning, it was necessary to watch a 3D animation demonstrating the basic steps by profes-
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sional dancers. Then the movement was captured in real time and rendered with a virtual
representative, which was displayed next in a form of cylinders representing the body
segments. The colour of a cylinder showed whether the position of the body segment was
correct or not. In [11] the problem of dance video recommendation by exploring intrinsic
motion components in dance videos as well as appearance information were investigated.
The authors present the framework for a dance video recommendation method which
consisted of several items: natural dance database, convolutional networks, random forests
and more. The method was tested using the HIT Dance database containing 6 different
types of dance videos, including Ballet, Hip-Hop, Chinese Classical Dance, Chinese Dai
Folk Dance, Chinese Mongolian Folk Dance and Chinese Uygur Folk Dance.

2.3. Visualisation and Software Solutions

Visualisation and software solutions, such as Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality
(AR) and software platforms are the third type of research.

Visualisation in the form of application of Slovak folk dances recorded by using
motion capture was presented in [34]. The effectiveness of learning steps from recorded
dances as well as testing the overall usability of the application were verified. The game for
teaching young generations of Cypriot folk dances as a way of promoting and preserving
ICH was described in [12]. It was created based on 3D motion capture data. The motion
of the user was captured in real time via Kinect. The game included different Skeletal
Structure, body proportions and comparing motions. Another approach to the transmission
of the traditional Greek Tsamiko dance in a form of game-based learning application was
described in [24]. It consisted of several exercises, aiming to teach different variations
of that dance. In [7] Krebspolka dance was recorded and further 3D models were used
to create a mobile AR application. It provided a new way of learning and facilitate the
process of learning a folk dance. This process was verified by motion capture sessions. The
effect of transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) on motor learning was analysed. It
was stated that students with received tDCS perform dancing significantly better. In [13]
a mobile AR application for assisting the process of learning folk dances based on 3D
data was presented. Avatar representations (of either male or female) were synchronised
with the digital representation of the dance. A great advantage of this system was the
possibility of simultaneously learning to dance by males and females, because the dance
was performed in pairs, male participants had to learn the male part of the dance and a
male avatar was shown to them during the learning phase, while female participants had
to learn the female version by observing a female avatar. In [27], the authors compared the
movements of two avatars taking into consideration not only posture matching (meaning
the physical geometry of the avatar) but also style, including the required effort, shape
and interaction of the performer with the environment. Avatars were created based on 3D
motion data. The presented algorithm focused on certain body parts, like upper/lower
body and left/right side, as well as the whole body. Chinese performances of the Taiko
drumming and lion dance recorded by smartphone were presented in [9]. This tool proved
to be appropriate to register their sound. In [2] the CHROMATA platform is presented.
It enabled the safeguarding of traditional dances as a part of ICH. It included analysis
for 3D pose estimation, folklore dance recognition and textual analysis. Additionally,
in [26], the Tsamiko dance was the topic of research where a novel methodology for dance
learning and evaluation using multi-sensor and 3D gaming technology was described.
Dance practitioner movements were continuously visualised with an avatar thanks to
fused input from multiple sensors. The proposed system allowed to compare the quality of
the student’s movements with those of an expert due to the use of motion analysis and
two-level Fuzzy Inference System. In [31] a method of acquiring torso movements during
the traditional Japanese dance Musume-doujouji was presented. Previous studies focused
primarily on the movements of the head, hands and feet, marginalising the movement of
other parts of the body. The results of research using motion capture technology showed
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significant differences in the way of movements of the torso while recording the movements
of professionals and amateurs constituted the basis of learning for beginners.

2.4. Description and Verification of Methodology

The fourth type of research concerns the methodology of dance registering.
The methodology of capturing Joao Fiadeiro’s choreographic based on three Kinects

and three video cameras was presented in [33]. The sequences for dance were also obtained.
This method allowed for visualising the data by manipulating colour, time, and spatial
position. The Labanotation system used to recode the gesture of Thai dance was presented
in [35–38]. This tool was used to translate the notation scores of Thai dance movements into
3D animation. The methodology including choreographic analysis, 3D data capturing, 3D
modelling of static and moving objects and symbolic representations for various traditional
dances for the Terpsichore project was described in [22].

2.5. Creation Databases

The final type of research involved databases. In [30] the acquisition and processing
methods of Bedhaya Ketawang—the traditional Indonesian dance—was presented. The
authors proposed building knowledge for gesture 3D Modelling in Javanese Dance using a
motion capture technique. As a result, a database of 3D model skeletons and gestures for
building an interactive learning media of traditional Javanese dance was made. To achieve
the research goal, a system consisting of a Kinect sensor and a set of animation tools was
constructed. A very interesting concept of a database of dance movement sequences and
their multi-faceted analysis is presented in [40]. The Dance Motion Capture Database
(DMCD) discussed is defined by metadata in five main categories: descriptive, structural,
administrative, reference and statistical. The DMCD contains text data about dance and
multimedia. The text data describing the dance includes [40]: dance description, story-
telling, country/region of origin, date when the dance first became known, type of the
dance (e.g., solo or group) and its history. The multimedia collection primarily contains
multimedia data of individual dance performers, such as the motion capture data, the
video recordings and music. In addition to the multimedia records of individual dance
performances, the DMCD stores the artist’s data, the place where the records are made and
the props used (i.e., clothes, additional items, etc.) The DMCD is used for the comparative
analysis of dances and the search for similar sequences of movements in different dances.
For this purpose, the concept of the Bag of Words was used [40]. This concept is widely
used in machine learning, language processing and computer vision. This method is based
on the representation of the text in the form of a multiset (bag) of words. In computer
vision, the Bag-of-Visual-Words model is used to image classification [41]. By analogy,
in [40], the Bag-of-Motifs (BoMs) motion model is used to represent the sequence of motion
in dance for movements classification and searching for similar sequences. The 16 most
informative joints with their relative joint angles analysed in 0.66 s long time windows
were gathered to define motion words in [40]. The motion words were then grouped into
clusters representing motion motifs and creating BoMs for dance. The database describing
the dances can be used for further analysis of the dances.

3. Methodology of 3D Scanning of Dances

Dance is a complex combination of many different elements. It consists of choreog-
raphy, music, clothes and other artefacts, scenography and others. Choreography is a
sequence of dance movements performed by dancers ordered over time. It is characteristic
of a given dance. The methodology of 3D dance scanning presents in the paper is limited
to 3D digitisation of choreography, i.e., the movements of the dancer’s body. One of the
technologies that could be used is the Motion Capture (MC) technique with the use of
optical systems. The developed methodology of 3D scanning of a dancer’s movements and
post-processing of the obtained results is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Methodology of 3D digitisation of dance choreography.

Name of the Stage Sub-Stages Results

1. Planning 1.1. Obtaining knowledge about Detailed plan of activities
the dance
1.2. Selecting a music track
1.3. Technical planning
MC session scheduling

2. MC session 2.1. Acquiring dancers Everything is ready for
preparation 2.2. Preparation of props implementation of the

2.3. Booking a laboratory MC session

3. MC session 3.1. Participant preparation Raw data
implementation 3.2. Implementation of

the session—data recording
3.3. Preliminary checking of the
quality of the obtained data
3.4. Implementation of corrective
recordings (if any)
3.5. Video recording of the dance

4. Data post-processing 4.1. Post-processing and 3D model of the dance
data cleaning Sequence of elementary
4.2. Creating a 3D movements
choreography model
4.3. Indicating dance sequences
4.4. Analysis of the dancer’s
movements

The aim of the first stage of the work (Table 3) is to develop a detailed action plan. For
this purpose, it is necessary to acquire knowledge about the dance and background music
used in its implementation. Then it is necessary to plan activities in terms of the potential
availability of the laboratory, equipment and technical staff. The work also includes detailed
planning of the MC session. During the second stage of the methodology, the MC sessions
are prepared. A dancer is commissioned, props are prepared (suitably sized costume,
markers, etc.) A laboratory and technical staff are also booked during this stage. The MC
session is carried out as the third stage of the methodology. During it, after the dancer is
prepared (wearing a costume, placing markers in the right places), a session of recording
3D data is carried out. Videos from reference cameras are recorded simultaneously. During
a break in the MC of the session, the quality of the acquired data is pre-checked and, if
necessary, the selected dance sequences are repeated. After acquiring the 3D data, the
dancer changes the costume to the national costume appropriate for the dance, and a video
of the dance is recorded. During this stage, the right music is used, selected in the first stage.
After collecting raw data, the stage of their post-processing follows—the fourth stage of the
methodology (Table 3). Raw data are cleaned and processed (mainly in order to properly
maintain the trajectories of the markers covered by the dancer). A 3D choreography model
is then created from multiple movement sequences. This model is used for further analysis
in order to search for elementary movement sequences.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Motion Capture System

In this study an optical motion capture Vicon Nexus system (Oxford Metrics Ltd.,
Oxford, UK) was applied. It consisted of eight T40S cameras operating in the near infrared,
two Bonita reference video cameras, a Giganet hub collecting data and a desktop computer.
The T40S cameras were mounted two on each wall, so that the central part of the room
was clearly visible. The system records the movement of the markers placed on the special
suit of the dancer. In order to register 3D marker position, it must be seen by at least two
cameras. The reference cameras record video, which is used both for data processing and
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to generate video files containing integrated video and a biomechanical model of a dancer.
A great advantage of the presented systems is the temporal integration of all the recorded
data, both analogue and three-dimensional. The equipment is supplied with Vicon’s Nexus
software, 2.0 used to calibrate the system, record data and data processing.

4.2. Plug-in Gait Model

The motion capture system was integrated with the full body Plug-in Gait model [42],
which determines the precise placement of 39 markers all over the human body. Its
placement on the participant’s body is presented in Figure 1 on the left. The model uses
both upper and lower body for movement analysis. The model outputs calculate kinematic
and kinetic data such as: joint angles, forces, moments and powers. The first three are given
in three anatomical planes: sagittal, frontal and coronal. The outputs are calculated both
for the right and left side. This model gives the possibility to calculate the biomechanics of
the captured dance moves [43].

Figure 1. Full body Plug-in Gait marker placement [42] (on the left) and its real implementation (on
the right).

4.3. Hand Model

Hand movement plays an important role in various dances [32,35]. The Plug-in Gait
model does not contain markers on hands. Therefore, for the purposes of this research, a
hand model was created based on the model [44]. It is presented in Figure 2. It consisted of
13 markers attached to the joints and tips of the fingers: two on the thumb (marked as TR),
three on the pinky finger (marked as PR) and three on other fingers (marked as FR) except
the marker (LFIN) which belongs to the Plug-in Gait model. Marker names started with L
for the left hand and R for the right hand.

4.4. Dancer Preparation

The dancer wore a special suit that consisted of a sweatshirt, trousers and a cap. It
was made of Velcro material, so that 14 mm retro-reflexive markers could be attached to it
according to the Plug-in Gait model (Figure 1 on the right). In order to properly use this
model, the participant had to be measured. The following dancer data had to be input
to Vicon Nexus: height, weight, left and right leg length, right and left shoulder offset,
left and right knee width, left and right ankle width, left and right elbow width, left and
right wrist width and finally left and right hand width. They are all needed for calibration
process and the proper model output calculations.
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Figure 2. Left hand markers placement.

In order to perform the calibration, the static pose of the participant should be recorded.
After indicating the labels for individual markers, all markers were verified if they were
correctly attached. Calibration is the process which generates the skeleton for the cap-
tured person. Thanks to this, it will be possible to calculate outputs of the biomechanical
model used.

4.5. Movement Capturing

Registration of movement was carried out with the T40S camera’s resolution set
to 100 Hz. The proper connection of all the components of the system was ensured by
the use of the Nexus software. A series of proper tests was preceded by calibrating the
system and setting the data management hierarchy. Movement acquisition was carried out
automatically by the system and consisted in recording the subject’s motion from start to
finish (the moment of starting the recording depends on the operator). Movement was
recorded during the playback of the Lazgi dance music. All the obtained recordings were
linked to a specific person (subject). An important factor influencing the quality of the
recording was the elimination of all reflective elements from the cameras’ sight. Accidental
glare resulting from elements of the subject’s or the experimenter’s outfit could introduce
additional artefacts in the recordings and make subsequent processing more difficult. In
this study the Lazgi dance was registered.

4.6. Data Post-Processing

Captured 3D data needed post-processing, which consisted of four main steps: la-
belling all markers, filling-in gaps, cleaning the recording and calculating the outputs for
the biomechanical model. The first step assigned the proper label to a particular marker. It
might be performed automatically or manually. The next step was to calculate the interpo-
lated positions of markers based on the previous and subsequent ones. The continuous
trajectory was obtained. The third step cleared the recording of additional unintended
markers, such as instances of glare. Finally, for data prepared in this way, the outputs
from the Plug-in Gait model were calculated. The obtained 3D data were ready for further
analysis. The post-processed model of a dancer with the Plug-in Gait model applied,
together with a hand model, is presented in Figure 3.

Due to the length of the recording of the entire dance, which took almost 4 min,
post-processing was very time-consuming. A better solution would be to capture shorter
dance sequences, or to divide the dance into sequences immediately after capturing and
then perform the post-processing of the successive recordings.
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Figure 3. Model of the dancer after post-processing T-pose (on the left) and while performing the
dance (on the right).

5. Motion Analysis

The methodology presented in this paper made it possible to conduct research, the
results of which are both 3D silhouette data, 3D detailed hand data and angles for selected
parts of body. The silhouette data relate to the position of 3D markers attached to the
dancer’s body (39 according to Plug-in Gait). The hand data correspond to 3D positions of
13 markers attached according the defined hand model. From the recorded Lazgi dance
data, several sequences were obtained for various type of movements. For the purpose of
motion analysis two dance sequences were selected for detailed analysis, including body
and hand movements.

In the first sequence, the dancer bowed. The second sequence involved dynamic hand
movements.

5.1. Body Movements

The analysis of the dancer’s body movements concerns both the upper and lower
parts. The obtained results include trajectories for selected markers, as well as kinematic
analysis showing changes in angles for individual body parts. Trajectories presented were
prepared in two planes: XY (transverse) and YZ (sagittal). The trajectories for upper body
parts including shoulders (right and left) and wrists (right and left) from the thumb side
indicted by the attached markers are presented in Figure 4.

The trajectories for lower body parts concerning hips (right and left) and knees (right
and left) are presented in Figure 5.

For the second dance sequence the trajectories for the upper body parts including
shoulders (right and left) and elbows (right and left) are presented in Figure 6.

For the second dance sequence the trajectories for the lower body parts concerning
hips (right and left) and knees (right and left) are presented in Figure 7.

The angles for the lower body parts concerning ankles (right and left), knees (right
and left) and pelvis (right and left) are presented in Figure 8. Please note that the lines for
pelvis angles in Figure 8 are identical.

The angles for upper body parts concerning wrists (right and left), elbows (right and
left) and shoulders (right and left) are presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 4. Trajectories for upper body parts for the first sequence.

Figure 5. Trajectories for lower body parts for the first sequence.
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Figure 6. Trajectories for upper body parts for the second sequence.

Figure 7. Trajectories for lower body parts for the second sequence.

Figure 8. Angles for lower body parts for the first sequence.
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Figure 9. Angles for upper body parts for the first sequence.

5.2. Hand Movements

A dynamic dance sequence was selected for the analysis of hand movements (for four
fingers, without thumb). The trajectories for the markers (LFR8 and RFR8) from the hand
model are shown for the left and right hand, respectively. Two planes were analysed: XY
and YZ. The results are presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Trajectories for fingers for the second sequence.

The bend angles of the four fingers (ring, middle, index and little finger) were also
calculated for each hand. The angles were calculated between the middle phalanges and
the proximal phalanges. The results are presented in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Angles for hands movement for the second sequence.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

The article concerns the first attempt of registering Lazgi, an Uzbek national dance,
using an optical motion capture system. For the purpose of this study, a methodology for
capturing the movements of this dance was created. Due to the specificity of the Lazgi
dance movements performed, the registration of the entire dancer’s body using the full
Plug-in Gait model was taken into account. This allowed to perform both analysis based on
3D data, represented by each marker attached to the dancer’s body, and a kinematic analysis
based on the generated outputs of the model used. This set of three-dimensional data
gives the possibility of performing a sophisticated analysis of the dancers biomechanics of
movements for the successive sequences, rhythm, velocities and others. In order to register
the hand movements, which are a crucial element of this dance, a model was developed
with which it is possible to analyse the movements of individual dances in detail.

The described methodology was verified by recording the Lazgi dance in a motion
capture session. From the obtained data, two dance sequences were selected and analysed.
The trajectories of selected markers were determined for both the upper and lower body
parts. The left and right movements of the dancer were compared. Additionally, the angles
of the upper and lower body parts for the right and left sides were analysed. The first
sequence, the bend, is performed with little dynamism. Correctly made, it should reflect the
symmetry of movements in two planes. The results presented in Figures 4 and 5 are almost
symmetrical with respect to the vertical axis of the body, which proves that the movements
were performed correctly. Although the second movements were more dynamic, the axes
of symmetry on which the movements were performed can also be seen (Figures 6 and 7).
Angle changes for the ankle, knee, pelvis, wrist, elbow and arm were computed for the
first sequence. It can clearly be seen that the angles are similar (Figures 8 and 9) and
even identical (Figure 8). The presented results of hand movements (Figure 10), including
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the angles of the fingers (Figure 11), allow to conclude that the model is suitable for the
analysis of the Lazgi dance. For a dynamic sequence, the finger movements vary from 0 to
40 degrees (Figure 11).

The obtained results confirm that the proposed methodology is correct for this dance.
Moreover, it is universal and can be used both for dances in which the movements per-
formed involve the lower parts of the body (e.g., Greek dances) and the upper parts. In
addition, the presented hand model allows to analyse the movements of individual fingers.

Some problems with the presented method should be mentioned. A large number
of markers placed on the hands disturbs the course of motion capture by obscuring them.
This significantly increases the labour intensity of post-processing.

The obtained data can be used in five aspects: (i) dance analysis (kinematics, kinetics,
sequences, rhythm and others), (ii) classification and recognition of movements, (iii) making
ICH data public (e.g., in the form of a database), (iv) creating and visualising 3D models
and (v) developing software solutions (e.g., VR or AR).

Additionally, the acquired data and the developed dance movement models will be
eternally stored and made available on the Internet. This will contribute to the preservation
and popularisation of the intangible cultural heritage.
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